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INTO THE SQUARES OFMARRAKECH

a retreat hosted by:

&



Morocco is possibly one of the most intriguing places on
the planet. Of course the photos on IG are stunning, but
to see it in person is an experience you’ll never forget.

Some would describe it as chaotic, others would say it is enchanting. We  
would argue it is the perfect mix of both. A place where the upbeat pulse of  
the city is countered with a peaceful zen.

Marrakech is an awakening to the senses. Join us as we take you through 
the Red City to discover our favorite sights, smells, and sounds.
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about your hosts

BECCA
@JUNE.AND.BLUE
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NATALlYA
@DRlFT.HOME.COLLECTlON

Hi! l'm Becca, a lover of strong  
coffee, sarcasm, a good book,  
and anything made with entirely  
too much sugar! l am a  
hairstylist-turned-treasure  
hunter from lllinois, living in
Amsterdam by way of France and  
Morocco. l met my husband
Michael in 2008 and since then  
we have lived in 4 different  
countries together. We now find  
ourselves in The Netherlands and  
have added two little boys to our  
family who are never far behind  
the scenes of June + Blue.

Hey l'm Nataliya! You can call  
me Nat. l'm the founder and  
curator at Drift Home  
Collection. After being in  
interior design for the last 10  
years, l started my shop as an  
outlet to share my passion for  
travel, handmade textiles and 
home décor items. l love eating 
great food, jamming out  to 90s 
music, and hitting thrift  shops 
in my free time. l call Texas 
home along with my husband 
Nate and cattle dog rescue,
Maci.



the trip at a glance

March 7 - 11

4 nights

BE Marrakech

$1495 USD/1280 EU per person double  
occupancy (shared room)
$1895 USD/1620 EU per person single  
occupancy

A perfect intro to the enchanting and  
exciting Marrakech. Activities include: visiting  
artisans, opportunities to see top tourist  
sites, souk shopping, authentic Moroccan  
cuisine, and a trip to the Agafay Desert for a  
sunset camel ride and dinner under the  
stars.

dates

length

accommodations 

pricing

Itinerary s  u  m  m  a  r  y
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DAY 1
Upon arrival to Marrakech Menara Airport, a  
driver will pick you up and escort you to Riad  
BE, our home for the retreat! Hang out in the  
peaceful oasis, or if you are feeling ready for  
adventure, wander through the medina. Our  
activities will begin with a cozy dinner at the  
riad, followed by gathering for after dinner  
drinks/desert at the fabulous Terrasse de  
Epices. This is a chill night for the group to get  
to know each other better! These will be your  
besties for the next 4 days.

DAY 2
Upon waking up, you will be served a  
wonderful breakfast prepared by the Riad. It  
will be our fuel as you get your first taste of  
the souks and famed Marrakech marketplace.  
We will wander around to the Spice Market  
and famed square Jemaa el Fna, also  
informally known as “the Big Square”. We’ll  
then take taxis into the new city to the Amal  
Center, a non-profit dedicated to the  
empowerment of disadvantaged women  
through restaurant training and job  
placement. Here we will enjoy lunch in their  
outdoor garden. Once finished, we will all  
head back to the riad and then your next  
adventure is up to you! You can relax, go off  
on your own, or an optional plan to go to  
Palace Bahia is provided. Dinner is at Dar  
Cherifa, a restored 16th century riad that  
happens to serve our favorite couscous in all  
of Marrakech!

#BEMARRAKECH

#DARCHERIFA

#JEMAAELFNA
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#BAHIAPALACE

full itinerary



DAY 3
Rise and shine! After breakfast at the riad, we’ll  
head over early to Jardin Majorelle and the YSL  
Museum for anyone who wishes to partake. Or if  
you wish to wander off on your own, you can do  
that instead! Then we’ll meet back at the riad so we  
can all head as a group to the artisan’s cooperative.  
You will get a behind the scenes tour to see how  
rugs and blankets are made! They serve a simple  
lunch there and each person will receive a blanket  
from the artisans to take home with them as a  
memento of the experience. We’ ll finish off the  
days activities with an exclusive group dinner at the  
Instagram-worthy La Salama!

DAY 4
Are you ready to shop and haggle for rugs? Test  
your negotiation skills as we take you on a hunt for  
Moroccan rugs! We’ll wander into some shops,  
enjoy some mint tea, and look through stacks of  
rugs. Afterwards, we’ll hit up Le Jardin for a lovely  
lunch in the courtyard garden. In the afternoon, feel  
free to shop to your hearts content or go back to  
the Riad for relaxation for a couple of hours. In the  
evening we will trek out to the Agafay Desert for a  
camel ride at sunset and dinner under the stars!

#JARDINMAJORELLE

#MARRKAECHSOUKS

#AGAFAYDESERT

DAY 5
*Sigh*. The retreat is coming to an end! We will  
enjoy breakfast and share the remaining time  
together before each of us part ways! This morning  
is for you to enjoy and take at your own pace.

#MOROCCANBREAKFAST
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what’s included and what’s not

• Accommodation for 4 nights in the lovely  
Riad BE Marrakech

• Traditional Moroccan Breakfast served  
each day

• Lunches and dinners as mentioned in  
above itinerary

• Transport to and from airport and to the  
events indicated above

• Welcome goodies

• Airline tickets
• Travel insurance
• Alcoholic beverages and any meals not  

listed in this itinerary
• Tickets to any optional activities

what’s included 
in the price

what’s NOT 

included 
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what to expect
W e ' r e  going to be very blunt about this: there will be things you love about Morocco,  
but also things you may not like. The best thing you can do is go into the trip knowing  
that. The way of life is very much different than that of the US, Australia, or Europe. The  
culture and these differences are what makes it so special!

Before traveling to Morocco, there’s  th ings you should be aware of:

• The pace is much different. Sometimes slow, the best way to savor the moment is to be patient and  
unrushed.

• Morocco is generally safe but as always, use common sense. Do not travel alone at night and leave  
valuables at the riad

• There will be a lot of walking! We are staying in the medina, which is the walled old city, and is only
accessible by foot and bike traffic. lt is not unusual to walk many miles in a single day. Please make sure
you are physically fit to walk long distances and climb stairs.

• Be aware of your surroundings. There are people everywhere. Donkeys. Mopeds. They will likely not  
move out of the way for you.

• For all you ladies: dress conservatively to reduce the risk of unwanted attention. Covering your shoulders  
and knees is recommended.

• People will talk to you in the streets. Some may try to guide you, ask you where you are going, or lead
you into another direction. lts the Moroccan way to try to help someone out, and even more the appeal  
when it may lead to a monetary reward. Just simply say “No thank you“	and keep walking.

PLEASE NOTE: This is NOT a trip focused on business sourcing, but one for personal enjoyment.
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important dates

Early bird registration opens - secret link  
sent to email list

Registration opens for all; announced on  
lnstagram & Facebook

Remaining balances due

october 2nd

october 23rd 
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january 10th 

frequently asked questions
How do I reserve my spot?
lf you are interested in booking, please let us know! Once registration opens, you will be sent a link to  
pay online. We ask for 50% deposit at time of booking and 50% due by January 10th.

What if I pay the deposit and no longer wish to go? Do you offer refunds?
Due to the planning and logistics involved, we will not be able to refund any deposits paid toward the
retreat. lf you have any concerns or questions, please reach out to us before booking so that we can  
help guide you in your decision.

The retreat is only 4 days?! Seems like a short time to travel around the world!
We hope this isn’t the only place you go on your trip! We are encouraging everyone to stay longer and  
explore more areas, Morocco has so much to offer! While our retreat is short, we wanted to keep it that  
way so people have more flexibility in their travel plans. We have an extensive list of places we can send  
you that we recommend in addition to what our itinerary offers, both in Marrakech and throughout  
Morocco. Also, there are a number of direct flights to Europe (Paris, Amsterdam, London, Barcelona) so  
you could include some time in any of those cities as well!

Where should I fly into?
Make sure to arrive into Marrakesh Menara lnternational Airport. You can arrive at whatever time you  
wish, but we recommend coming in the morning or around mid-day to maximize that first day.

Can I bring a group of friends?
Sure, if there are enough spots left! lf you are thinking of coming with a few friends we recommend you
sign up quickly to get first dibs on the rooms. Riad BE can accommodate 2 at the most per room.

Can I travel alone? 
We definitely welcome solo travelers! Only those registering together will be placed in a shared room.


